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QUOTATIONS AND PROVERBS
Books of quotations are important in
any reference collection for (1) supply-
ing quotable passages from the writings
of a given author, (2) suggesting quota-
tions about a particular subject or suit-
able for a given occasion or use,
(3) identifying a given quotation and veri-
fying its wording This last is the most fre-
quent and important of the three uses
As eveiy book of quotations is necessarily
selective and as each includes some-
thing not given in the others, the large
library will need all such books which
aie of any value at all. The small library,
however, can get along with a much
more limited supply If it has three,
Bartlett, as the best chronological-author
list, and Hoyt and Stevenson, as useful
subject lists, it is well equipped for ordi-
nary reference work with English quota-
tions
The reference value of a book of quota-
tions depends upon three things (1) the
comprehensiveness of the collection and
the care and judgment with which the
quotations have been chosen, (2) the
exactness of reference with which
the quotations are given, i e, reference
should be not merely to the author, but
to the special work, and its chapter, sec-
tion, stanza, etc , and (3) the complete-
ness of the index As the most frequent
use of such books is for the puipose of
locating a given quotation, the Index
should include every word m each quota-
tion listed which a reader is at all likely
to remember.
Bartlett, John Familiar quotations, a
collection of passages, phrases, and
proverbs traced to their sources in an-
cient and modern literature 10th ed, rev
and enl by N H. Dole Bost, Little,
1914 1454p. 22cm $5	808 8
Lond , Macmillan, 1926 20s Cheaper American ed f
Hunttmg, $1 49
A standard collection, comprehensive, well selected
Arranged by authors chronologically, -with exact refer-
ences, veiy full index One of the best books of quota-
tions
 Benham, William Gurney Benham's
book of quotations, proverbs and house-
hold \\oidb, a collection of quotations
from British and Amcucan authors, with
many thousands of proverbs, familiar
plnases and sayings	including He-
brew, Aiabic, Greek, Latin, Fiench, Ger-
man, Italian, Spanish Rev ed Lond ,
Waid, Lock, 1929 1226p 22cm 15s
1st ed , 1907 The new edition contains about 10,000
additional quotations Gives exact icfutnces
An American edition, with title Putnam's complete
book of quotations, is published by Putnam, $6
— Cassell's classified quotations from
authois of all nations and periods,
giouped under subject-headings, with
full mdex of cross-ieferences Lond,
Cassell, 1921 6S3p 22cm 10s 6d 808 8
Dalbiac, Philip Hugh Dictionary of quo-
tations (English), with authors and sub-
jects indexes Lond, Sonnenschem,
NY, Macmillan, 1908 544p 20cm
Douglas, Charles Noel. Forty thousand
quotations, prose and poetical from
the standard authois ot ancient and mod-
em times, classified according to subject
N Y , Sully, 1915 2000p 21cm (Buit, $5)
Refers to author only, not to work fiom which quo-
tations are taken Not of first impoitance
Hoyt, Jehiel Keeler Hoyt's new cyclo-
pedia of piactical quotations drawn from
the speech and literature of all nations,
ancient and modern, classic and popular,
in English and foreign text With
copious indexes, comp rev and gieatly
enl by Kate Louise Robeits NY &
Lond, Funk, 1922 1343p 26cm $7 50
8088
1st ed   1882, 2d ed  enl   1896
Contents (1) Quotations, arranged alphabetically by
general subjects, (2) Index of quoted authors, with
brief biographical data, (3) Concoidance of quotations
A very comprehensive collection, the best indexed of
the subject hats Quotations are given with exact refer-
ences, and the indexes are excellent
Stevenson, Burton Egbert Home book
of quotations, classical and modern
NY., Dodd, 1934 2605p 24cm $10.
A comprehensive and well chosen collection of about
50,000 quotations arranged alphabetically by subject
with sub-arrangement by smaller topics The alpha-

